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HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS

November 2016

DISTRICT AND SOCIETY EVENTS

2016
NOVEMBER
21
Rehearsal
24
Happy Thanksgiving!
28
Rehearsal
DECEMBER
4
Christmas Show - The Villages
7
Rehearsal
8
Appearance on FOX 13 "Good Day Tampa Bay"
8
Board Meeting
10
Christmas Shows - USF School of Music
14
Christmas Show - The Palladium Theater

January 17-22, 2017
http://www.barbershop.org/sanantonio/

March 10-12, 2017

2017
JANUARY
9
Rehearsal
12
Board Meeting
16
Rehearsal
23
Rehearsal
30
Rehearsal

2017 Spring Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Register now at
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/

and beyond...
Feb 12 Installation of Officers Banquet
Mar 11 Spring Convention (District)
Apr 22 Encore ’17 - USF
Apr 23 Encore ’17 - Palladium
Jul 2-8 International Convention - Las Vegas

July 2-9, 2017
Register Now!
http://www.barbershop.org/vegas/
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From the President
by Dave Roberts, Tenor

The Heralds had another
productive month beginning
with the Sunshine District
Hillsborough County Youth
Workshop for which the Heralds
provide major support both in
money and members. For over
eighteen years, the Heralds have
supported the youth programs giving musical
opportunity to over 30,000 middle and high school
students. Our website has a new function and this
link will access an article about the youth workshop.
Click to read about the Youth Program
on the Website
We had a great contest in Orlando at the
Fall Convention and the judges were very
complimentary of our work. Every performance
is an opportunity to learn and improve and that
is how we should describe that experience. We
obviously sang well as we scored over 1,000 points
with an actual percentage of 83.5. Singing at that
performance level is a very satisfying experience. We
will continue to improve.
We followed the contest performance on Saturday
with a show at the Anona United Methodist Church
on Sunday. What a fun audience who inspired the
Heralds to do their best. From Charlie Nelson, a
quote from one of our more experienced members,
"I have to say, personally, that the Anona show was
one of the highlights of my Barbershop career!

November 2016

What an audience, and you all REALLY delivered a
phenomenal show.” And, that was after his quartet,
"Easy Street," had just won the preliminaries to
the Mid-winter Senior’s Contest in San Antonio in
January.
Congratulations to our quartets, "Back Street 4"
(Tony and Joseph, Brock and Aaron), a super father
and son combination, for their third place finish, and
to our newest quartet, "You Bet!," in their debut and
for finishing fifth in the contest.
Finally, our new website front page is active at
www.heraldsofharmony.org. There are a lot of new
functions, so please explore!
Thanks, Dave
2016
Dec 4 — Christmas Show - Villages
Dec 10 — Christmas Shows - USF
Dec 14 — Christmas Show - Palladium
2017
Feb 12
Mar 11
Apr 22
Apr 23
Jul 2-8
Oct 28

— Installation of Officers Banquet
— Spring Convention (District)
— Encore ’17 - USF
— Encore ’17 - Palladium
— International Convention - Las Vegas
— Fall Convention (prelims for Orlando 		
2018)
Nov
— Show performance (TBD)
Dec 3 — Christmas Show — (TBD)
Dec 9 — Christmas Shows — USF (tentative)
Dec13 — Christmas Show — Palladium 		
					 (tentative)

PUN OF THE MONTH
Did you hear about the fellow whose entire left side was cut off?
He's all right now.
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MEMBERSHIP NEWS

Welcome

by Bob Slaney, VP Chapter Development, Bass

During October, we had a total
of four visits by four guests.

October Guests

Guest Night October 17th
While our attendance at guest
night was disappointing, I was
pleased that our two guests
came as a result of a flyer we
handed out at the recent Youth
Harmony Workshop on October 14th.

Jason Carrier
Dave Hamilton
Michael Gant

I need the help of every member to grow the number
of men on the risers. Please invite any man who you
believe would fit into our sound and our regimen.
Every Monday
is guest night
and everyone is
welcome.

Russell Gant

Photos from guest night below!
Good friends, good food, GREAT singing!

The Wunderlins!
Diane, Kasey, Joan and Bill

Bryan Hevel

Monster Cupcakes from
Shannon Czwalga

"Angel" Food!

Charlie Barbarisi

Trudy Doramus

Dave Larson

The Tampa HERALD
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Dunedin Show in
Pictures
Sunday, November 13, 2016, the Heralds of
Harmony entertained an audience of hundreds
along with guest quartets Humdingers and You
Bet! My favorite emcee, and yours, Brad Grabill
(not pictured) also in attendance.
More on Page 15

Humdingers
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Rehearsal Notes
HoH Members, watch your inbox for more
timely delivery of these rehearsal notes. Here
they are if you missed them, or for the rest of
us. (Unedited)
by Tony De Rosa, Director, &
Charlie Nelson, VP Music & Performance, Baritone

Rehearsal Notes for October 17, 2016
Quote of the Day: “That brownie was moving!”
Very good rehearsal, guys. Congratulations to our 4 leads that were
present who did an outstanding job...even with Andy’s “meatball”
problem! Also, well done basses. Tonight was one of your best
night’s of the year
Homework (dare I say, “mandatory homework”): We spent almost
all of our time on contest songs on the transition from Time After
Time, to Eyes Medley. We’ve concluded that this transition is critical to
our success. PLEASE listen to two very good transitions and use these
video segments to practice this transition before we are together
again. We are going to have to practice these on our own until they
are second nature, as we won’t have enough formal practice time to
iron these out. The first, In Contest Set 1 can be found in 31:00 until
the end at about 36:00. The second, and even better transition, can
be found in Contest Set 2 from 4:20 - 6:00. Commit now to listening
to these at least every day until next Monday, until you know it cold.
Time After Time and Eyes Medley: The transition!
• Going in to the first 8 bars to Eyes Medley will require good clean
signing AND getting to the target vowels quickly!
• Transition to the first verse in Eyes: Baritones! Not so loud! You
aren’t as important here.
• Remember the two punch lines: “that tell such beautiful lies” and
“But, baby, kiss me again!” These MUST look different and totally
in character. Show the audience that you get the jokes here!
Have fun! You know what you are going to say.
• It’s not about the planned choreo moves!!!! Stop paying
attention to those and just tell the story. Its more about the
authentic emotions of what you are saying than the planned
moves. We need to see the shifts in emotions. This is a “character”
song, not at “choreo” song. There are 3 areas where the planned
moves are particularly noticeable as planned moves:
• “tell such beautiful lies.” You aren’t peeling carrots here.
Make it more of a “you naughty, naughty, girl...I know what
you’re doing here” kind of look with FACE, not with the
carrot peeler! The move isn’t important...the face is!
• “I don’t believe you mean it” We need to be “cool” here.
Again, the planned move isn’t as important as what you are
trying to say. Be cool. Remember...it’s the “geeks that get
the girl” these days. Show how cool you really are. Think:

“Big Bang Theory!”
• “Even though I’m wise.” This move looks far too mechanical.
It needs to look like you are saying; “Duh, woman, how
stupid do you think I am?”
• Time After Time is a joyous song.
• Time After Time: NO HAND movements at all from the pick up in
48 to the end of 50.. All face with all the confidence and joy you
can muster with just your face. then really start selling with your
body again on the next phrase beginning at about the word
“show.”
General Notes
• How we start our sound is very important. Is it air fed? Is it a
freely produced, resonant sound? Is our vocal production
constantly lifted AND forward? Have we prepared well to sing
with confidence?
• We do an excellent job now with forward placement, but make
sure you are still producing a lifting, resonating sound at the
same time.
• The more you drop your lower jaw, the more your sound tends
to move down to your chords. Always lift up and away. Avoid
the DROP!
• Finish word sounds: remember the phrasing of Time After Time
in warm ups? End with a lifted, ringing sound by finishing!
• Take breaths at the end of phrases. If you have to exhale, you will
likely be too late on many emotional moments. Finish the word
sound with a breath.
I’m On My Way
• Homework 2: Watch the first 2 -3 minutes of this segment and
grade yourself (1-10, with 10 as the best) on how well you
personally performed choreo. I’d love to hear your grade. I
know what mine is, and I wasn’t too happy about it. I challenge
you to send me your grade and comments about your own
performance. (clue: ask yourself if you are at least matching the
intensity of the front row.)
• In “pack your bag” segment, for those on “OOH” more open
sound and confidence is needed.
• With a song that we know well, there is a tendency to not paying
as much attention to the details. Show you can do the right
things, every time...even (and perhaps, more importantly) in
practice.
• Baritones are making good vocal decisions on head voice, but at
times with “stale air.” Move more air forward to resonate, even at
these high notes
Man with the Bag

(Continued on next page)
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Rehearsal Notes, continued
• Baritones need to be more pitch conscious, particularly in the
close harmony parts in measures 35-44. Descending intervals in
this section (particularly landing on 3rds and 7ths) are not high
enough. If you need to stay in mixed voice to make that happen,
please do so.

“Kiss me again” is another. There are many i both songs.
3.

These are both songs that express JOY. Yeah, the exact message
of each song is a bit different, but they are happy songs about
the girl you adore. IN every single word and phrase, in both
songs, deliver the songs with joy. TELL THE STORY. (btw, this is
not a group process...it’s every single man remembering to tell
the story, in your own way, with great emotion and believability.
When YOU do it this way, and your brothers do it this way, it
translates into a group response that knocks the audience’s
socks off! But it really up to you.)

4.

Energize and deliver breaths where you should to help deliver
the urgency of the message. THIS IS REALLY IMPORTANT! You
know where those spots are, and its up to each man to deliver.
Consider those breaths at the end of the PREVIOUS phrase,
required by the fact that you have exhausted your air supply on
that PREVIOUS phrase. These energetic breaths are the single
most important thing you can do to add.

5.

We miss the boat if we allow the arrangement to be the star of
the show. YOU, and the way YOU deliver and sing these songs,
are the central focus. We must sing the lyrics of these songs in a
meaningful, believable way.

• Everyone take a breath at the end of measure 58 - “anticipatin”.”
• Baritones - at the beginning of the song -- more lift in your
sound, but also less volume. We are singing counter to the
melody sections here and are coloring the chords, not part of
the main triad
Snow
• All: watch the rhythms in measure s 7-8. Don’t rush the quarter
note triplets in “hurry up” ship, and hold the full value of “please”
in 8.
• All: in measure 12, everyone is on an F, so it must be lighter and
softer. Right now, that notes jumps out of nowhere and is too
“jarring”. Needs to be in context
Important: We need everyone at next Monday’s Rehearsal. We will
do quite a bit of work on our Contest set, as well as finish up any
preparation for the Anona show. (See, Dick, I didn’t say Ozona!!)
Tony and Charlie

Rehearsal Notes for October 25, 2016
These notes are going to be short...on purpose Why? Because you
are good all the time and you have all the tools you need to be the
best you can be. In addition, there are many, many times where you
are GREAT as an ensemble! All we need, as an ensemble, is more
personal confidence from YOU to consistently work the plan. Each
man working, individually as well as he can, to deliver a phenomenal
group result. When that happens, the whole really is greater than the
sum of its parts.
And what is that plan? The answer is simple: Deliver both songs with
all of the tools you have at your disposal with complete authenticity
and believability.
But there are 5 messages that we want to leave you with as we gather
in Orlando. 5 keys to greatness for this weekend and beyond, if you
will. Every one of these is within your demonstrated capabilities. We
just need YOU! When YOU consistently contribute each of these issue
to US, then the result should be what we are seeking!
1.

Remember the critical importance of the transition from “Time
After Time” to “Eyes Medley". This is our opportunity to show that
we are the chorus they just heard on TAT.

2.

Performance is NOT choreography. It is how you deliver our
songs in believable ways where your body AND your sound tell
the story. You simply cannot let up in PERFORMING these songs...
every single measure. It’s now up to you! Recall those phrases
where we simply need to be more expressive in sound and in
performance: “Tell such beautiful eyes” is only one example.

Drew’s Homework: Here’s word association game for you. In these
phrases from Eyes Medley, which word is the most important in each
phrase?
• “...with those GREAT big BEAUTIFUL eyes?
BEAUTIFUL?

Is it GREAT or

• “...how many TIMES have you KISSED somebody?” Is it TIMES or
KISSED?
The answer: in both examples, it’s the second, yet we often hit the

(Continued on next page)

Get Your HoH Gear Here!

HoH Logo Gear

And get Barbershop
merchandise at
http://shop.barbershop.org
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Rehearsal Notes, continued
first one with more emphasis. Think about that. The phrase should
build to the most important word. Your homework is to take one last
look at the chart and determine where the most important word is
and make sure that YOU are doing your part to build the phrase up
to the real message of the song, stated in the most important word.
See you at 8:30 on Saturday in the Augusta Room. Let’s roll, boys!
A uniform reminder: Black tux shoes, black socks, black tux pants,
white (pleated) shirt, YELLOW tie, black cufflinks, black vest. NO
JACKET. That uniform is the same as the Sunday show in ANONA.
Tony and Charlie

Rehearsal Notes - November 7, 2016

• Don’t get too fast with this song. Keep it under control, tempo
wise.
• We just need to be more proficiency. We know the notes.
Slow Boat to China: some fantastic sounds made in this section. Go
take a listen and hear what you CAN sound like!
• If you need a choreo review, please watch this video. It’s good,
but can use a polish or two.
• Baritones, need to be more aware of pitch on this song, when
circling around root in several parts of it.
American Armed Forces Medley: Needs some personal work before
Sunday

Hopefully you didn’t earn your HOH tattoo, last night!

• If you need a choreo review, please watch this video.

Thanks, guys for a hard-working rehearsal. We did some very good
things together, and we should celebrate our accomplishments, last
night. The next step? Doing that “tough work” at home on our own
coming to practice ready to produce the great sounds right off the
bat.

• The “trumpet” moves are BANNED. Do not use them on any ’tata-ta-ta” section.

General Comments:
• All the artistry of what we do is found in the finish of the words.
Remember our work on the ending note in Caroling, on the last
word: “Sound”. Make all of those word sounds all on the same
pitch. Finish the word completely and let it ring. Work UP! Lift
both pitch and physically.

• In the “Navy” song, when we change to the Key of D for the bass
solo, this really needs to lift!
• Sing the last section with great triumph and confidence.
God Bless the USA: Humdingers will do the quartet parts.
Snow: Needs some personal work before next Monday

• Each man, working individually and singing a little better every
time, adds to the whole! When the individual is better, WE are
better.

• Necessary work on the bell chords produced some good results
in the end, but it did take us a while. Spend some time this week
going over this material so that it becomes second nature. By
the end of this section, it was starting to sound pretty good.
(However, some individual preparation before practice, knowing
your part cold, would have been better, to be honest... CN)

• Sometimes in head voice, it doesn’t stay free and open. It loses
resonance. (Example was shown in Slow Boat). Be very aware of
technique when in head voice. Use the tools!

• On all bell chords, study when you release the bell chord...that’s
just as important as when to come in. In every one of them, 3
parts cut out on 1 of the next measure. VIP

Next Week: We are going to work on some of our new Christmas
songs. Each member needs to give some individual attention to each
of these songs. Please work to have them more under control. Here
are the emphasis songs for next week:
• Snow
• The Man with a Bag
• I’ll be Home for Christmas
• Away in a Manger
Caroling, Caroling
• Heaven is born, should be sung as “heav’..nis born.”
• Ding Dong...resonate forward, and be light and bell like, not
heavy and legato.
• J (joyful), M (mark), S (sing)! Use the mnemonic to remember
which verse is which!
Jingle Bells: Needs some personal work before Sunday.

• Basses: plenty of lift, please, on “let it snow, let it snow”.
Mary, Did You Know
• For this song, and all songs, the tempo is established on the
breath
• For tenors and baritones, watch the hands on the “do, do”. You
must watch and follow the Director on the timing of this phrase.
• There are multiple places in the verse of this song, where we
are singing ahead of the downbeats. (Ex: “Save our sons and
daughters.”) That’s CORRECT! Tony won’t be directing the up
beats. We as singers just need to know where those places are
and be ahead of the downbeats:
• Shape through phrases like: “baby boy, will come to make you
new.” This is where the artistry comes into play. The words are
meaningful and we need to use them, along with the musical
line, to show that artistry. By the way, this was one comment
that at least two of our judges made in contest evals: that we are

(Continued on next page)
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Rehearsal Notes, continued
just missing too many opportunities to use words and music to
really tell the story.
• Harmony parts, take some time this week to learn when you say,
“ooo”, “aah”, and “Oh”. It’s important.

you need more lift on that held note.)
See you on Sunday! Remember, chorus call is at 1:00 and the tie color
is YELLOW! See you there!
Tony and Charlie

• At last two chords, use more space on the half step pitch shifts.
(If you are holding a single note, rather than the half step shift,

Anona Show Sizzled!
The performance at Anona United Methodist Church in Largo, Florida,
on Sunday, October 30, 2016, benefited the Hands of Healing Mission.
Dick Murbach, HOH & Anona UMC member, organized the show. His
efforts were rewarded by being named Barbershopper of the Month
for October. Well deserved! The Heralds of Harmony and guest quartets
Humdingers and You Bet! wowed the crowd. "One
of the finest shows," one observer claimed, and Lynn
Hineman overhead the pastor saying, "Murback rocks,
that was awesome!" See more about the Anona show
in the President's Report on Page 3.
To learn more about the Hands of Healing Mission
visit www.handsofhealingmedicalmissions.com.

Humdingers

Tampa Bay Heralds of Harmony
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In Remembrance
Rich Casanzio
Published in Rochester Democrat And Chronicle on Nov. 13, 2016 (unedited)

The Villages, FL: Richard Joseph Casanzio, 75 years old, died peacefully at
home on 11.10.16, ending his battle with cancer. Rich was born in Rochester,
NY and is survived by his beautiful wife of 53 years Sandra. Together with their daughters,
Debbie and Suzy, they shared a life surrounded by loving family and friends. In retirement
Rich found 'paradise' living in The Villages, FL, singing barbershop and golfing whenever
he wanted. Funeral services will be held at St. John's Catholic Church in Spencerport, NY at
11am on Saturday, 11.19.16. In lieu of flowers, donations may go to Cornerstone Hospice
Foundation, 2445 Lane Park Rd., Tavares, FL, 32778.
Heartfelt
See more at: http://www.legacy.com/obituaries/democratandchronicle/obituary.aspx?n=richard-josephcondolences to
casanzio&pid=182494663#sthash.mwjWRnk4.dpuf
family and Heralds
______________________________________________________________
from Rich's sisters
in harmony, Toast
He lived a great life and singing with the Heralds was one of his highlights.
of Tampa Show
Please remember Rich’s family in your thoughts and prayers.
Chorus

CONVENTION QUARTETS
Congratulations To Easy
Street Quartet!
Easy Street is having a great year with winning the
Seniors District Championship this past April and
then followed with winning the Sunshine District
International Preliminary this fall. They have earned
the right to represent our District at the Midwinter
Convention, January 21st in San Antonio, Texas.
These guys are totally on a roll and will be even
better when the Midwinter contest gets here. Paul
Carter sings Tenor, Dave Cross on Lead, Bryan Hevel
on Bass, and Charlie Nelson on Baritone. All are very
experienced barbershoppers. We are proud you are
Heralds.
You can read these stories and others
in the Recent News and Buzz sections of the website!
www.heraldsofharmony.org

Quarteting is fun,
You Bet!
You Bet! the newest Heralds of Harmony
Chapter Quartet and they came out swinging
at their debut at District Convention finishing
at 5th place! Great job! The quartet also did
a spectacular job singing in the most recent
Heralds performance at Anona United Methodist
Church.

More quartet info on Pages 12 & 13

The Tampa HERALD
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2016 Fall Convention
October 28 & 29, 2016
ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT

OFFICIAL SCORING SUMMARY, BHS, International Chorus Preliminaries and District Quartet Convention
Sunshine District, Chorus Finals, Orlando, Florida, October 29, 2016

Contest Legend: 1=Sunshine District International Preliminary Chorus, 2=Sunshine District Most Improved Chorus (Raw), 3=Sunshine District Very
Large Quartet (5-11)

Chapter / Nickname

Song

Time After Time
Eyes Medley
Wonderful One
Margie
Mona Lisa
I Got Rhythm
I'm Looking Over A Four Leaf Clover
Come Fly With Me
Old Fashioned Girl
Sweet Mae
Drivin' Me Crazy
Aura Lee/Love Me Tender (Medley)

1 Tampa, FL
Heralds of Harmony (1,2)
2 Sunrise, FL
THX (1,2)
3 Winter Park, FL
Orlando Harmony (3)
4 Tallahassee, FL
Capital Chordsmen (1,2)
5 Orlando, FL
Orange Blossom Chorus (1,2)
6 Greater Canaveral, FL
Space Coast Chorus (1)

MUS PER SNG
Subt
Prev Total
167
162
158
160
142
147
136
133
126
129
107
113

168
166
157
158
154
153
139
143
126
127
110
112

170
169
161
163
144
147
136
134
120
123
104
107

Avg Cnt
83.5

49

957

79.8

30

887

73.9

10

821

68.4

25

751

62.6

15

653

54.4

15

1002

Tampa, FL qualifies to represent the Sunshine District at the International Chorus Contest next July.
Orlando, FL achieved a Grade Improvement of a C+ to a B- and is the Sunshine District Most Improved Chorus.
Winter
Park,SCORING
FL is the Sunshine
DistrictBHS,
Very International
Large Quartet Champion.
OFFICIAL
SUMMARY,
Chorus Preliminaries and District Quartet Convention
Central Florida Combined sang for Scores only.

Sunshine District, Quartet Finals, Orlando, Florida, October 29, 2016
Contest: Sunshine District Quartet (2 Rounds)

Panel: Administrator(s)
Finals
Kameron
Owens
- JAD
1 Rooftop
Records
Chris Buechler - MAD
2 Fuego
3 Back Street 4
4 Easy Street
5 You Bet!

5 Tourist Bait
7 Dewey, Singum, and Howe
8 Wee Small Hours

Semi-Finals

Music
Performance
Singing
Song
MUS PER SNG Subt Prev Total
Steve Armstrong
ONT
John
Mallett
ONT
Brian Barford
- JAD 1961
Sorry Seems To Be The Hardest Word
166 166 165
989
972
Steve Johnson
LOL
Larry
Reinhart
NSC
David
Mills
SUN
Ain't Too Proud To Beg
163 165 164
Mean To Me
I Can't Give You Anything But Love
That's An Irish Lullaby
Crazy Words, Crazy Tune (Vo-Do-De-O)
Gee, I'm Glad It's Rainin'
A Sunday Kind Of Love
I'll Forget You
It's Only A Paper Moon
Dear Hearts And Gentle People
Sweet Mae
Sweet Georgia Brown
California Here I Come
Happy Days And Lonely Nights
My Romance

Song

147
150
142
142
143
141
131
130
130
128
130
134
128
126

154
150
145
149
146
142
128
128
135
135
129
130
130
130

156
158
149
147
142
139
131
128
132
129
123
124
132
132

Avg
81.7

915

904

1819

75.8

874

854

1728

72.0

853

871

1724

71.8

776

806

1582

65.9

789

793

1582

65.9

770

811

1581

65.9

778

745

1523

63.5

Prev Total

Avg

MUS PER SNG Subt
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We Want More Back Street 4!
Back Street 4, a father/son quartet with Tony and Joseph De Rosa
and Aaron and Brock Stratton, presented two entertaining Friday
and Saturday night sets at Fall Convention. This just goes to show
that good singing genes are passed along. This quartet finished
third in the District contest. The following link takes you to an article
with pictures of our Heralds father/son combinations:
http://heraldsofharmony.g3.groupanizer.com/node/25951

Angel Notes
Brian Wunderlin
underwent his 2nd
knee replacement
and is now
recuperating.

Happy retirement
Linda Nelson and
Diane Wunderlin!

Hello Don Lundeen!
Hope you get to feeling
better real soon!

Many, many thanks to everyone who
contributed to the Heralds Guest Night,
October 17! Thank you to those that
helped set-up, clean-up and came in
support of the Heralds’ membership
initiatives and to hear the terrific sound of
the Chorus! Guest Night was great and all
the tasty foods and treats were enjoyed
by all! You are very much appreciated and
please always remember — your help
does make a difference!
~ Dianne Roberts

To volunteer for show day activities or food donations, please
contact Dianne Roberts, dmelford662@aol.com • 813-994-8787

UPCOMING ANNIVERSARIES
11/30 - Marcia & Dan Deignan
12/10 - Chris & Ralph Brown
12/12 - Lynn & Andy Schrader
12/14 - Susan & Dick Murbach
12/15 - Marti & Chris Barthauer
12/15 - Bonnie & Lee Sobania
12/15 - Diane & Brian Wunderlin
UPCOMING ANGEL BIRTHDAYS
11/19 - Kristi Scott
11/25 - Dana Long
12/1 - Kim Santamaria
12/10 - Tiffany Coburn
12/27 - Keri Cline

The Tampa HERALD
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CHAPTER QUARTETS
(shown alphabetically)

Back Street 4

Easy Street

Aaron Stratton
Joseph De Rosa
Brock Stratton
Tony De Rosa
Contact: Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

The Flexible Four

Ralph Brown, Steve Matheson, Chuck
Steiner, and Dan McFarlane
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

SongDaddy

Marty Port – Baritone
Chris Barthauer – Bass
Steve Cragg – Lead
Russ Powell – Tenor
Contact: http://songdaddy.weebly.com

Paul Carter - Tenor
Dave Cross - Lead
Bryan Hevel - Bass
Charlie Nelson - Baritone

KickStart Quartet

Main Street

Nicholas Folkes - Tenor
Christian Espinoza - Lead
Jonathan Meadows - Bass
Chris Kline - Baritone

Mike McGee
Myron Whittlesey
Tony De Rosa
Roger Ross
Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/

Vantage Point

You Bet!

Tim Perenich
Drew Kirkman
Duane Fenn
Jared Becker

Bryce Cline
Danny Wunderlin
Mike Cross
Matt Crisostomo

To have your Chapter quartet and photo appear here, send your information to Roxanne Clapp, roxanne@roxc.graphics.
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Barbershopper
of the Month
Heralds warming up at the Dunedin Show
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Dick
Murbach
Anona
Performance
Matt Crisostomo, Joseph De Rosa and Mike Cross ham-it-up
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BOARD OF DIRECTORS
MEETINGS

Upcoming Birthdays
Matt Crisostomo .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Nov 16
Tony De Rosa .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Nov 24
Joe Kane .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Dec 5
Jim Colvin .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  Dec 6
Al Kelly .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Dec 11
Tom Williams .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .  .Dec 11
Birthday information provided by Brian Wunderlin,
Secretary – wunder@tampabay.rr.com

The next Board Meeting will be held
December 8, 2016, at 7 p.m.
The previous Board Meeting was held
November 10, 2016, at 7 p.m.
______________
Minutes to Board Meetings are available to all
members on the ‘Members Section’
of the website.
Board Meetings are typically held online and open
to all members. If you are interested in attending,
you can obtain the link and sign-in information
from Dave Roberts:
daver1103@aol.com

Deadline for the next
Herald is December 10.
Send your photos, stories, and
updates to the Editor, Roxanne
Clapp, at Roxanne@roxc.graphics
The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c) (3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants from
The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs, The Arts Council of
Hillsborough County, and Walmart; as well as employee
matching programs at Verizon and Honeywell, and is
sponsored in part by the State of Florida, Department of
State, Division of Cultural Affairs and the Florida Council on
Arts and Culture.

Sponsored in part by
the State of Florida,
Department of State,
Division of Cultural
Affairs and the Florida
Council on Arts and
Culture.
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FRIENDS OF THE HERALDS

“Friends of the Heralds” (FOH) is a fundraising program that is an important part
of the Heralds yearly operating budget. Our
mission is to preserve and further develop a
cappella singing through musical excellence.
FOH was established to help sustain Heralds
of Harmony financial needs as we increase the
number of singers on the risers and continue to
improve our musical performance.
We are a non-profit organization supported
by our performance ticket sales, dues and
grants. Under the direction of Tony De Rosa,
we will continue to offer the best musical and
entertainment experience for our audience.
In 2015 we placed in the top ten worldwide at
the International Chorus Competition of the
Barbershop Harmony Society. In 2017 the
chorus will again compete at the international
level in Las Vegas.
The Heralds are poised to continue this
significant growth and progression. FOH
allows members, Alumni, as well as our
friends, family, and barbershop fans, to assist
us on our musical journey and support our
financial needs.

We wish to thank the donors listed on this page
for their generous contributions in 2016.
If you would like to help in our endeavor with
a tax-deductible contribution, please click the
donate button below, or contact Dave Roberts
at daver1103@aol.com, 813-546-8953 or
Marty Port at martinport519@gmail.com,
813-748-4554.
If you wish to write a check, please send
to: Heralds of Harmony; Treasurer - Bill
Glasgow; P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida
33688-4076.
Marty Port
Chairman, Friends of the Heralds

November 2016

PRESIDENTIAL
$1,000 and up
Roxanne and Larry Clapp
Terry L and Emily K Garvin
Dick and Susan Murbach
Bill and Linda Phipps
Marty and Barbara Port
David and Dianne Roberts
Paul and Jennifer Stiles
PLATINUM
$500 to $999
Ralph Brown
Bill and Carolyn Glasgow

GOLD
$250 to $499
Wayne and Celeste Brozovich
Bob and Jane Lang
Ray and Pam Scalise

Mark and Karen Tuttle
Louis and Carol Wurmnest

SILVER
$100 to $249
Dan and Marcia Deignan
William and Tamuel Fowler
Steve and Sherri Matheson
Joe Kane

Edgar Kendig
Douglas McDonald
Robert and Shauvon Powell
Jane Reichert
BRONZE
up to $99

James and Carol Colvin
Linda (Sperry) A. Curry
Ms. Kelly Kelly
David and Nanci Larson

Don and Dana Long
Bob and Sherry Markee
Flora D McClain
Jack Proeschel

The Tampa HERALD
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and Board of Directors

PRESIDENT
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
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It’s GREAT
to be
a Herald!

IMMEDIATE PAST PRESIDENT
John Santamaria
john@thesantamariafamily.com
TREASURER
Bill Glasgow
billg@tampabay.rr.com
SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS & CHORUS MANAGER
Chuck Steiner, III
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Bob Slaney
rjslaney46@gmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Steve Matheson
smatheson@bkwmc.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Paul Stiles
paulstiles@verizon.net
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘16)
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader:
Lead Section Leaders:
Baritone Section Leaders:
Bass Section Leader:
Administrative Contact:
Visual Team Leader:
Visual Team Assistants:

Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com
Andy Schrader
andrew@schradermusic.com
Christian Espinoza christian.espinoza84@gmail.com
Admin Contact Steve Cragg: donutcop@gmail.com
Charlie Nelson
ccnandlfn@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Drew Kirkman
jaketenor@yahoo.com
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
Ralph Brown
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com
Drew Kirkman, Dave Cross, Danny Wunderlin, Paul Stiles

Need HoH information or assistance re:
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin wunder@tampabay.rr.com
727-459-8245
Music Librarian & FINALE Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com
727-505-2095
Uniform Coordinator:
Matt Crisostomo musicbringslife2013@outlook.com 727-259-3058
Website Content:
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
E-Newsletter Editor:
Roxanne Clapp
roxanne@roxc.graphics
813-994-4380
		
P. O. Box 274076; Tampa, Florida 33688-4076

HELPFUL LINKS...
Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘17)
Danny Wunderlin
dwunderlin88@gmail.com

Heralds of Harmony on Facebook • Heralds of Harmony

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘18)
Ed McKenzie
serendipity91@gmail.com

Sunshine District (& Sunburst) • www.sunshinedistrict.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
Drew Kirkman • Jaketenor@yahoo.com

Heralds of Harmony on Twitter • @TampaHoH
Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org
HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite
The original Harmonet • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop
Finale Reader Software • www.finalemusic.com/reader/
The Heralds of Harmony Chorus is committed to making its programs and
performances accessible to everyone. If you have any questions about
participation and access, please contact Paul Stiles at 813-624-2600.

Received this newsletter from a friend and want to subscribe
to the Heralds of Harmony email list, Click here!
http://eepurl.com/cezuZf

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

